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To People reading this, Note many of the topics in this entry are not created by me most are by Jhonen
Vasquez(hope I spelled his last name right) and Sliver, a fellow artist on this site

Last night was terrible, My mother and uncle are redoing the entire house while my dads at Korea for a
year a whole ****ing YEAR! So back to the topic I'm a kid who has depression (and to those who have a
problem with that fact, Screw you,) and is plagued by constant boredom so I draw or make.....stuff my
most recent creation is a heave chain bracelet and, IT BROKE! so I tell my uncle and he says to to get
him some pliers then I search and cant find them so I settle for a hammer and a steel wedge then (this
was 15 minutes after I tried to get a car to run over a raw egg) my mother freaks out and starts yelling at
me I tell her that I'm making somthing and she basicly yelled what are you making then! I walked into my
room, said you wouldn't understand, and barricaded the door with...junk and flipped out a heavy binder
that I own that contains a lead artists pencil and a red artists pencil, two notebooks that I draw in a
drawing guide and a whole bunch of self-notes and began to draw like crazy and came back with a
jumble of emotions written with in pen in a I guess...Gothic style all over the page a shattered heart and
parts of a conversation on the page then I shaded it trimmed the notebook page and walked out of my
room 45 minutes after the fight. I will now tell you some....stuff about myself, I am obsessed with the
word "Schfifty Five" and sadly have lost interest in cartoons and Anime on T.V. I stay up to at least 1:30
every day I like Invader Zim and Jhonny the Homicidal Maniac and especaily like all art done by Sliver I
cant put art on the site though because I dont have a scanner. I am a Twelve year old BOY and have a
dorky sister named Alec
---
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